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QUESTION 1 
Refer to the exhibit. An administrator deploys a new collector for the first time, and notices that all 
the processes except the phMonitor are down. 
 

 
 
How can the administrator bring the processes up? 
 

A. The administrator needs to run the command phtools --start all on the collector. 

B. Rebooting the collector will bring up the processes. 

C. The processes will come up after the collector is registered to the supervisor. 

D. The collector was not deployed properly and must be redeployed. 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
The collector processes are dependent on the registration with the supervisor. The phMonitor 
process is responsible for registering the collector to the supervisor and monitoring the health of 
other processes. After the registration is successful, the phMonitor will start the other processes 
on the collector. 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Which two statements about the maximum device limit on FortiSIEM are true? (Choose two.) 
 

A. The device limit is defined per customer and every customer is assigned a fixed number of 
device limit by the service provider. 

B. The device limit is only applicable to enterprise edition. 

C. The device limit is based on the license type that was purchased from Fortinet. 

D. The device limit is defined for the whole system and is shared by every customer on a service 
provider edition. 

 
Answer: BC 
Explanation: 
The device limit is a feature of the enterprise edition of FortiSIEM that restricts the number of 
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devices that can be added to the system based on the license type. The device limit does not 
apply to the service provider edition, which allows unlimited devices per customer. The device 
limit is determined by the license type that was purchased from Fortinet, such as 100 devices, 
500 devices, or unlimited devices. 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
What happens to UEBA events when a user is off-net? 
 

A. The agent will upload the events to the Worker if it cannot upload them to a FortiSIEM collector 

B. The agent will cache events locally if it cannot upload them to a FortiSIEM collector 

C. The agent will upload the events to the Supervisor if it cannot upload them to a FortiSIEM 
collector 

D. The agent will drop the events if it cannot upload them to a FortiSIEM collector 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
When a user is off-net, meaning they are not connected to a network where a FortiSIEM collector 
is reachable, then UEBA events will be cached locally by the agent if it cannot upload them to a 
FortiSIEM collector. The agent will store up to 100 MB of events in a local database file and try to 
upload them when it detects a network change or every five minutes. 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Refer to the exhibit. An administrator runs an analytic search for all FortiGate SSL VPN logon 
failures. The results are grouped by source IP, reporting IP, and user. The administrator wants to 
restrict the results to only those rows where the COUNT >= 3. 
 

 
 
Which user would meet that condition? 
 

A. Sarah 

B. Jan 

C. Tom 

D. Admin 

 
Answer: C 
Explanation: 
The user who would meet that condition is Tom. Tom has four rows in the results where the 
COUNT is greater than or equal to three, meaning he had at least three SSL VPN logon failures 
from the same source IP and reporting IP. The other users have either less than three rows or 
less than three COUNT in each row. 
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QUESTION 5 
Refer to the exhibit. Is the Windows agent delivering event logs correctly? 
 

 
 

A. The logs are buffered by the agent and will be sent once the status changes to managed. 

B. The agent is registered and it is sending logs correctly. 

C. The agent is not sending logs because it did not receive a monitoring template. 

D. Because the agent is unmanaged. the logs are dropped silently by the supervisor. 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
The windows agent is not delivering event logs correctly because the agent is unmanaged, 
meaning it is not assigned to any organization or customer. The supervisor will drop the logs 
silently from unmanaged agents, as they are not associated with any valid license or CMDB. 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Refer to the exhibit. The exhibit shows the output of an SQL command that an administrator ran 
to view the natural_id value, after logging into the Postgres database. 
 

 
 
What does the natural_id value identify? 
 

A. The supervisor 

B. The worker 

C. An agent 

D. The collector 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
The natural_id value identifies the collector in the FortiSIEM system. The natural_id is a unique 
identifier that is assigned to each collector during the registration process with the supervisor. The 
natural_id is used to associate events and performance data with the collector that collected 
them. 
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